
CS440
Assignment 4 (due Tue 10/28)

Constraint satisfaction problems

Consider the problem of placing k black and k white knights on an n× n chess board such
that no two knights of the same color are attacking each other.

1. Formulate the problem as a constraint satisfaction problem with binary inequality
constraints. Describe the variables, their domains, and the constraints.

2. Try to solve the problem using backtracking search with the various heuristics we have
studied in class and compare their running times.

3. Next, use the AC3 algorithm. In some cases this algorithm is able to solve constraint
satisfaction problems, or at least make some progress towards the solution. Is this the
case here?

4. If AC3 makes progress towards a solution but does not fully solve it, compare using
AC3 in conjunction with backtracking search to just using backtracking search.

In your experiments, use values of k and n that provide these methods a challenge (i.e.
it’s not too easy to find a solution), and takes sufficient time so that you can obtain some
resolution for the comparison of the different heuristics. You may use the Python module
csp.py which is part of the library associated with our textbook. Some notes on using
csp.py:

• You will need to subclass csp.CSP. Name that class Knights. Its constructor should
take two arguments: k (number of knights), and n (size of chess board).

• Following the use of csp.AC3, if you intend to use csp.backtracking search you need
to use the updated domains using something like:

# let the csp solver know that the domains have been narrowed down:

for v in s.domains : s.domains[v] = s.curr_domains[v][:]

Your code should be contained in a module named p4.py, and contain at least three
methods: AC3 solve(k,n) that does its best to solve the problem using AC3, a method
backtracking solve(k,n) that uses backtracking with the best combination of heuristics,
and a method called combined solve(k,n) that combines AC3 with backtracking search.
A solution to the problem should be a Python list of length 2k where each component is a
tuple (row,column) providing the row and column position for a knight. The first k entries
represent the knights of one color, and the last k entries represent the knights of the opposite
color. If there is no solution, the value None should be returned.



Assignment 4

Submission Submit your writeup as a file named a4.pdf as assignment A4, and your
module p4.py as assignment P4. As in assignment 3, the grading will be primarily on the
basis of your writeup, so make sure your approach and results are clearly described.
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